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Being Nostalgic – A trip to
Nainital!!!
The trip to Nainital was an
amazing experience. It was the
first time that the college had a
trip on such a large scale. As
much as I remember, for the
past 10-11 years, a maximum
of two buses left the
establishment on the
excursion cum industrial visit
trips. Surprisingly, and with
the increased necessity, a trip
was organized with the sole
purpose of recreation of the
post examination tired
students. A whooping
number of students turned
up as five buses were fully occupied this
year.
Credits: Mr. Mukesh Sahu

Jim corbet
*

Jim Corbett was exactly
what we planned it to be.

*

The 4 - star resort, where
we stayed was an
absolute beauty. Self induced games came up
near the pool.

*

The best moment of the
trip was the last night
when all of us sat around
the bon - fire and had
great fun with each
other.

*

It was the perfect ending
for a wonderful trip.

*

The beautiful destination was what we had in mind, but we got more than
what we bargained for in the form of the amazing journey and the smooth
ride we had. After years of trying our luck, for the first time we found snow in

Nainital!
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NAINITAL HANGOVER

Across the barricades.

The First Halt.

No barrier netting could dull the magic of this
place.

The smell of roasted coffee beans, the feeling of a hot cup against
the backdrop of a chilly winter night was nothing short of bliss.

Kahani Ghar Ghar Ki.

The Shades of Nature

The home is where the heart is. And with
homes as beautiful as this, it’s impossible for
the heart to be elsewhere.

Mountains, adventure, nature walks, tranquility, we say, Nainital
is truly blessed with scenic natural beauty.

Day 2

Nainital Caves: An Epic Wonder
The caves- perfect amalgamation of
history, spirituality and adventure.

Row Row Row your boat.

A 1000 Watt Smile.

Old fishing boats near the

No shoes, a kuccha house,

lake shore added to the classic view.

tattered clothes, and still nothing
could deter the smile, the dreams
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and the hope.
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Day 3

Day 4

Wet and wild

An Epic Safari
Perfect for wildlife lovers, the safari came as an
opportunity to appreciate the splendid landscape
and the diverse wildlife.

Recreation and relaxation!
It perfectly describes the luxurious and comfortable
stay offered at a price that didn’t burn a hole in our
pockets.

Main Hoon Na.
On the top of a car, wrapped in warmth, this
black beauty stole many hearts.

Peek-a-boo!
Hiding in the picturesque surrounding of lush green
forests, this was the most frequently sighted animal in the
park and undoubtedly, the most beautiful species of deer.

Rest if you must, but don’t you quit!.
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Memories Revisited
.

They were beautiful times, when people used to be engrossed in the festivities with full zeal and
enthusiasm. As I look back to old beautiful days when we used to participate in parades in our
schools and used to visit gurudwara on lohri, I sense a feeling of wistfulness.
There is a remarkable difference in our present and past situations. Earlier festivals used to be
celebrated together with family, relatives and/or neighbours. Festivals were the means of
bringing people closer, a time of coherence. Furthermore, festivals celebrated across the country
be it Diwali, Eid or Gurpurab ascertained India as a sovereign nation.
Now our Republic day is just spent in slumber, as a result of our hectic schedule in today’s
materialistic world. We actually don’t try to understand the reason behind all the rituals but
celebrate the festivals in our own way. Some people may find it as a change of times and find the
new ways of celebrations as an intrusion to their age old traditions. Others, probably the new
generation may enjoy nevertheless in these modern ways of celebration, not knowing the original
one. Festivals should be celebrated by doing acts of worship, offering to deities, fasting, puja,
aarti, etc. But we are losing out on our traditional ways of celebrating festivals due to lack of time
and more due to lack of interest, apathy and indifference towards our culture.
Indeed, we are unfortunates who don’t want to be in good books of God and inherit sound
knowledge and values of our ancestors. We ignore being part of such rituals and instead hang
out with our friends, play cards or watch movies to make our day.

-JASMEET KAUR
CSE-1
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DOWN THE MEMORY LANE WE GO!!
Finally a complete change from the monotonous routine and a chance to
spend quality time with friends right from hotel Dynasty to soothing Naini lake
and peaceful snow covered mountains tuned with the chirping of birds...A life
time experience with refreshing scenes, picturesque views, bonfire and DJ
nights…Surely a trip to be remembered for life.
--Cheena Jhulka , 3rd year

It was one of the greatest and
adventurous experiences I had in my
life. I was on the zenith during my trip.
I wish our college will organize such an
awesome trip next year also so that I
can have more fun with my friends.

-Manmeet Kaur , 3rd year

Because after two years of grueling studies and tight schedules, going for a
vacation with college mates is nothing short of bliss. An amalgamation of
laughter, adventure, music and bonfires. Memories. Priceless.

-- Ashmeet Singh , 3rd year

Amidst the hectic schedule of the semester system, it was an exuberant
experience to go on a trip to Nainital with friends and hangout with them. The
highlight of the whole journey was the last night of the trip...Memories for life.

This trip to Nainital will always be one
of the most memorable outings of my
life. We saw the beauty of nature in
snow covered mountains, the calm
and beautiful rivers, and the dense and
scariest of forests. Even the most bitter
cold could not stand against the
warmth I received from my friends. We
had lots of fun...Did the silliest of
things...Had a lot of memorable
pics...Even fought a little but all these
things just brought us more closer..I
felt so lucky to be part of this trip...And
this has been the most wonderful
experience for me till date.

-- Chanpreet Singh , 3rd year

Uday Athwal 3rd year
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आइना
दे खा जो आइने को आज,

इक मंशा जाग गयी मन में |
दे ख सकें जो खुद के भीतर,
ऐसे ही इक दर्पण में |

फिर तो होता ज्ञात हमें,

क्या रह गयी गलती हमारी |

POSSIBLY NEVER NOTHING

तब नेकी और गुणों का ही,

White veil from cotton spun
I could glimpse spinning soul as it still
On firewood were worthless remains
Silent eyes inquired to disgrace

सामान लेता हर व्यार्ारी |
कर लीर्ा-र्ोती इनसे,

तैयार होकर ही ननकलता |
औरों के समक्ष फिर वो,

Emotion negated mother be father
Cradle years weak, not a tear
Admiration of alive was back mislaid
Age now departed is fresh pun

अच्छाइयों का सैलाब बनता |
नारी और आइने का जो,
साथ है दामन-चोली का,

Jubilant adorned evening feast
Lady dressed to please societal links
Own been dead not a week yet
The very subsistence turned to myth

छुट जाये जो ददखे उन्हें ,

असली चेहरा भोली का |
घंटों जो संवारती खुद को,

Least be keep the charm of feel
Words of love said you did mean
Was bit of your womb or spouse of age
Perhaps matured together in a mansion one

सब व्यथप चला जाएगा |
मन सुन्दर होना ज़रूरी,
आइना ये बतलाएगा |

टूट जाने र्र भी "ज़ाललम",

What has suit ,my teddy is ragged
Friends some remember except not so sweet
Mother? Where are you going, new pearl string
looks gorgeous
Father can I have that last drink with you?
Well now I see my presence was naught to nobody.

अर्ना काम ज़रूर ननभाता |
और इसी तरह हम सबको,

बहुत कुछ लसखला वो जाता |
खिा ना होता कोई फकसी से,
रहते सब अर्नेर्न में |

दे ख सकें जो खुद के भीतर,
ऐसे ही इक दर्पण में |

Amandeep Singh
2nd year
AMANDEEP
SINGH
– 2ND YEAR

HARMEET KAUR -3RD YEAR
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REMARKABLE SUCCESS OF GTBIT IN ANUGOONJ PRELIMS
Not just a few but many GTBIT’ians were awarded in Anugoonj Prelims, held at GTBIT itself.
Details of the students regarding the same are here for you.
 Riti Singh the great lady singer of our college, won first prize in ‘indian vocals’.
 Bineet Singh with his sweet and soothing voice won first prize in ‘Classical Solo’. Group of
Karanjeet Singh, Riti D. Singh, Karamjeet Singh, Puneet Paul Singh, Harsheen Kaur, Gurleen
Kaur, Sarabpreet Singh ranked first in the ‘Indian Vocals (group)’.
 Group of Rahul Gosain, Jaskaran Singh, Karanjeet Singh, Bhagatmeet Singh, Sarabpreet
Singh, Gurleen Kaur won first position in ‘Western Vocal Group’.
 Aadil, Japleen with their strong vocabulary and positive attitude won second prize in
‘English Debate’. With so much concentration and out of the box analysis positioned
Mehar Jossan first in ‘Just a Minute’.
 Jaskirat Singh was awarded first for ‘cartooning prize’. Amandeep Kaur was awarded
second for ‘on the spot painting’ as well as for ‘collage’. Jasmine Kaur and Mannat Kaur
they both were given first position for ‘Rangoli making’.
 Karanpal singh was awarded second in clay modelling.
 Members of Etcetra society Simarpreet Singh, Parasjeet Singh, Pawandeep Singh, Rounaq
Juneja, Kapil Taneja, Iqbal Singh, Gurpeet Singh, Ravish Bhatia, Chanpreet Kaur, Pavneet
Kaur, Maninder Singh, Dilbagh Singh, Jasmeet Singh, Jaspreet Singh, Paramneet Kaur,
Arshmeen Baveja, Upender Kaur, Anmol Singh, Abhijit Singh, Bakshish Singh, Vaibhav
Sharma, Amandeep Singh with their superb acting and role playing, awarded first in
‘Street Play’.
 Our college won first prize in Street dance and the dancers were Varun Parve, Kanishk
Yadav, Shubham Saraswat, Pravesh Aggarwal, Kuldeep Verma, Naveen Verma, Harsh
Pandey, Ashutosh Singh, Tabassum, Sahil Khandelwal, Prithvi Chibber.
Those who participated but didn't win took their defeat with grace and accepted the result with
positive attitude. Thus keeping the spirit of Anugoonj alive.
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EPIC EVENTS
The EpicTure society organized a series of fun and
interactive games during the Anugoonj prelims. Students
from different colleges came and participated in this event.
Lemon and spoon race and the two-legged race were a
complete hit among the people. Not only was it fun but it
also gave us a chance to know different people. All the
participants were gracious enough to accept their defeat and
victory .Not only the students but the teachers too
participated in the event. The event was a huge success with
an amazing turnout from different colleges. Each winner
was given a souvenir as a token of appreciation. Everyone
went home with a smile on their face of happy memories.
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